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4 The timing of this book’s release could not have been more opportune. The theatre, as
institution,  industry,  theory,  and  practice,  wrestles  with  the  repercussions  of  the
COVID-19 pandemic on a global scale. And it seems that digital technology has rushed
to its rescue. Or at least, it has become pivotal to the—still far from settled—plans of
policymakers and companies, creatives and practitioners, advocates and aficionados to
secure live theatre’s survival until the health crisis is under control. However, as some
theatre  scholars  have  lately  observed,  digital  technology,  despite  its  affordances,
entails challenges, for theatre as for other areas of activity, that are hard to miss. These
are not only functional and aesthetic (Does it work? And if yes, does it work to the
support  or  to  the  detriment  of  character,  story,  or  the  work’s  poetics,  namely  its
meaning-making and meaning-communicating operations?); they are also ethical and
political (For instance, is it accessible—with regard to both creators and audiences? To
whom  and  why?  Is  intellectual  property  protected?  And  what  about  fair  use  and
immaterial labor?). 
5 Nadja Masura’s Digital Theatre (or at least most of it) was obviously written prior to the
pandemic’s outbreak, although the author acknowledges the latter and its impact on
the  theatre  world  in  the  book’s  Preface.  Yet,  it  effectively  tackles  many important
questions relevant to the functionality/ies and aesthetics of digital theatre, exhibiting
no small amount of prescience in the process. That it does not really engage questions
of politics  and ethics,  but in few comments (albeit  well-targeted ones)  interspersed
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throughout the text,  cannot  be held against  the author since such a  project  would
require and merit a volume of its own. 
6 Perhaps the most important accomplishment of the book is that it manages to delineate
early on (in the Introduction) the province of digital theatre. This is most useful amidst
the  recent  flurry  of  terms  applied  to  theatre  that  uses  digital  technology  for  its
creation,  in  its  production  and/or  distribution,  and  of  post-media  and  post-digital
pronouncements. Digital theatre is not theatre that involves digital technology as a tool
for the production and dissemination of traditional theatre works; rather, it is digital-
born theatre utilizing the inherent qualities and features of digital media. And digital
theatre should be distinguished from other kinds of digital performance, with which it
may share some common ground but is not coextensive. To flesh out these distinctions,
Masura identifies “four necessary conditions” for digital theatre to be both digital and
theatre  (6–8):  “1.  A  limited  interactivity  of  message.”  That  is,  audience  members
interact with the performers but not to the extent that their distinct roles dissolve;
although the audience may participate to the creation of the event, “the messages flow
primarily  from performers  to the  audience.”  “2.  The  presence  of  verbal
communication.”  Digital  theatre  works  contain  “either  spoken  language  or  text
constituting a narrative or story.” “3. A co-present audience and actor.” Meaning that
“liveness” is not sacrificed or, in other words, performers and audience(s) share “public
space [not necessarily physical  of  course] at the site of the primary artistic event.”
“And 4. The existence of digital technology in the central creation of the performance
(not as an archival tool),” which is self-explanatory.
7 One  can  endorse  the  author’s  definition  of  digital  theatre  and  its  constitutive
parameters and specifications, or not. But there is no doubt that the conclusions she
has reached are the product of rigorous research into many different kinds of theater
and performance that are conceptually and practically dependent on and shaped by
digital  technologies,  processes,  and  conventions  such  as:  “digital  video,  digital
projection, animated sets and characters, virtual reality, digital robotics, online writing
and  real-time  audience  feedback,  interactive  content  creation,  motion  capturing,
motion-triggering, web and video-conferencing” (9). Twelve chapters devoted to the
close  reading  of  numerous—and  diverse—production  examples,  several  short
discussions and concise commentaries on others, historical precedents and reflection
prompts, plenty of material drawn from artists’ (and in few cases, audience members’)
accounts  of  their  works,  as  well  as  from the  author’s  own creative  praxis,  provide
ample evidence to substantiate Masura’s understanding of digital theatre. 
8 The same material allows the reader to get a sound grasp of why and how the terms
and stakes of digital theatre have changed, in relation to traditional theatre, and are
still evolving. It also generously offers but also nurtures insights into the implications
of the said changes; their meaning within but also beyond the world of the theatre, in
culture and society, and in our lifeworlds—which are what will ultimately determine
the future of the art form, the environments in which it was born and raised, and the
human experience it serves. 
9 The specific areas in which change is more readily and strongly felt correspond to the
volume’s four parts: (I) Spectacle, which includes chapters on scenography, the theatre
building, and costuming. (II) Acting, with chapters both on the agency of the actor and
on  the  latter’s  relation  to  her/his  “other,”  the  digital  counterpart.  (III)  Creative
authority and authorship, whose two chapters focus on the roles of the director and
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dramaturge,  and on those of writer and audience respectively.  (IV) Theory,  hosting
theorizations of the performer’s body, the body as place, place and community with
respect to issues of access and performativity, as well as an extensive discussion of the
digital theatre production model of the Builder’s Association and, finally, the author’s
concluding thoughts on access, participation, and context as prerequisites for a viable
and sustainable future in which technology, theatre, and education allied will enable
the condition of “being human” (282). 
10 Had  the  fourth  part’s  theorizations  been  integrated  into  the  first  three  parts,
accompanying and shoring up the author’s analysis in the chapters making up each, the
readers  would  have  been  spared  the  repetitions  that  compromise  somewhat  the
author’s otherwise convincing reasoning in the final chapters. Overall, the text would
have greatly benefited from a more careful approach to its prose and from a more
thorough honing of its argumentation. This book is a valuable addition to anglophone
literature on theatre and the performing arts, new media, and the digital paradigm. It
certainly  enriches  the  knowledge  base  of  the  field  of  arts  and  humanities.  Its
refinement  would  only  allow  it  to  shine  brighter  to  the  advantage  of  scholars,
practitioners, and students, who I am sure, will relish its timely contribution to the
currently embattled art of the theatre. 
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